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Abstract Charging mechanisms are needed to protect
an integrated services network from arbitrary resource
reservations and to create a funding mechanism to extend
network capacity at the most desired locations at the ex-
pense of those users that actually use these resources. In
this paper, we describe a charging model that can be em-
bedded in the RSVP architecture. Our model is open and
flexible in that it imposes little or no restrictions to the
pricing policy of network providers or the usage behav-
iour of end-users. At the same time, it provides mecha-
nisms to enable fine-grained charging of network
communication. After a user-centric identification of re-
quirements for charging mechanisms, a formal framework
is presented to model the prices and payments. We present
protocol elements and implementation rationale to realize
our charging model. Furthermore, we identify potential
problems that are inherent to RSVP with regards to pre-
cise charging and point out future research issues towards
a realistic charging architecture.

Keywords QoS, Charging, RSVP, Policy Control.

1 Introduction

Over the last years, the Internet has evolved from a closed
community network into a public, commercial communi-
cation system, used not only by researchers and academic
institutions, but also for private and business communica-
tion, marketing, commerce, etc. Currently, the Internet
provides only a single class of unreliable service, in that
each packet is treated independently and equally. This
service model is referred to asbest-effort service.

In the future, the Internet technology is expected to
enable the creation of anintegrated services networkthat
eventually replaces other existing networks (telephony,
cable-TV) to a large extent by offering a wide variety of
services based on a single network infrastructure. Howev-
er, we expect network resources to be scarce for quite a
long time, opposite to the opinion that further advances of
networking technology can enable the creation of a well-
dimensioned network without resource bottlenecks. First,
experience shows that any increase in the power of net-
working (or e.g. computer hardware) resources is quickly
soaked up by new resource-demanding applications. Sec-
ond, a network provider can quickly run into problems, if
there is no feedback mechanism and usage patterns
change significantly. As an adequate example there are re-

ports about congestion and resulting problems on lo
telephone networks caused by residential Internet s
scribers in North America [Mor98].

To support real-time transmission of continuous-m
dia streams over scarce network resources, it must be
criminated between different service classes and differ
data flows, thus, their respective quality-of-service (Qo
requirements must be enforced by resource reservat
Currently, RSVP [BZB+97] is expected to provide the
means to signal resource reservation requests from
systems to the network and between intermediate syste
within the network.

Due to concerns about the scalability of RSVP,
new approach called Differentiated Services (DiffSer
has been proposed in the IETF [NB98]. In the DiffServ a
chitecture, it is planned to define standard forwarding s
mantics for certain types of packets, which are marked
hosts and/or edge routers. Concatenation of these
warding semantics leads to certain traffic classes. A Se
ice Level Agreement (SLA) describes a traffic profil
between one or many network participants and establis
a pipe with certain QoS attributes along a data path
parts hereof). Here charging largely depends on the
namics of SLAs. If an SLA is rather static, charging ca
be done off-line, otherwise a signalling protocol is nee
ed, which might turn out to be (similar to) RSVP. Howev
er, it is our firm belief that an integrated services netwo
eventually needs precise and flow-specific resource res
vation.

It is obvious that if network traffic can be protecte
by individual resource reservation, some negative fee
back is needed to prevent users from arbitrarily allocati
resources. On the other hand, a market and competi
mechanism is needed to provide users with the best
most inexpensive level of service, while creating ince
tives for network providers to supply more resource
when there is sufficient demand. Therefore, chargi
mechanisms are needed to compensate for the alloca
of scarce resources.

In this paper, we describe a charging approach
RSVP. We adhere to the principle of separating mech
nism and strategy in that we try to impose as little pricin
strategy as possible. Information about prices and ot
charging details are embedded in POLICY_DATA ob
jects, which are part of various RSVP messages. The p
mary goal is a charging approach which is fine-graine
*. This work is sponsored in part by: Volkswagen-Stiftung, Hannover, Germany and by Deutsche Telekom AG, Darmstadt, Germany.
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convenient, comprehensible and secure for users in their
relation to network providers. Therefore, we devise our
approach to achieve similar charging characteristics as
known from telephony. Our underlying assumption is that
any less customer-friendly charging scheme will prohibit
the general acceptance of an integrated services network.
Furthermore, our approach allows for partial deployment
in the global Internet environment.

Most research work that has been carried out about
communication charging either theoretically approaches
the problem of setting optimal prices and/or remains rath-
er vague when it comes to actually calculating total prices
and describing accounting. Theoretical analysis and ob-
servations from simulations usually have too many re-
stricting assumptions to be applicable to real networks.
While this research work is very important to gather in-
sight in the fundamentals of pricing theory, its practical
relevance is at least questionable. [SCEH96] were the first
to clearly point out this insufficiency, which is particular-
ly important with respect to the existence of multiplein-
dependent network providers and aheterogeneous
network structure, both of which have to be considered
when designing charging mechanisms. Furthermore, it is
important to realize the fundamental principle that setting
a price for a service is under the authority of the service
provider, except where certain limited market regulations
apply. Given the general assumption that a competitive
market creates the best possible service value for all cus-
tomers, this principle must not be denied for charging of
network communications. The design of our charging ap-
proach is driven by a strict “real-world” attitude, in that
we try to present and discuss mechanisms that are as flex-
ible as possible, while being specific enough not to leave
out important details.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 formulates general principles for charging com-
munication services. In Section 3 we describe a formal
model for the flow of price information and payments and
how it is utilized in the context of RSVP. A critical revi-
sion of the charging approach is done in Section 4. Final-
ly, Section 5 summarizes our results and gives an outlook
to future research issues.

2 Goals and Expectations for Charging of
Communication Services

Some fundamental assumptions about the relationship be-
tween market participants have to be reviewed when the
Internet is viewed as a commercial communication net-
work where users are charged according to their resource
consumption. These assumptions are mainly driven by the
individual market participant’s point of view, opposite to
previous approaches that try to find optimal solutions for
network charging, e.g., [SFY95,WPS97].

• Each participant is independent and individually
seeks to minimize its costs while maximizing its
profit. This assumption fundamentally contradicts
the request for a global optimal price function.

• Participants do not necessarily trust each other, no
only with regard to authentication, but also in terms
of correct information.

• Participants are used to a high level of legal securit
• Customers are used to a high level of service an

customer protection.
• Communication prices are set independently by eac

network provider,but the price for a service likely
depends on the costs for sub-services that are need
from other providers.

2.1 User Requirements and Expectations

Given these assumptions, a number of user expectati
for charging of communication services can be deduc
and the requirements derived from them must be a
dressed by charging mechanisms. This assembly of
pectations and requirements is heavily influenced
observation of today’s telephone market.

Predictability of Charges. Users want to be able to
predict the costs of using a particular application, whic
include the expenditures for the communication servic
induced by this application. Therefore, an exact a prio
specification of communication charges would be desi
ble. However, if this requirement cannot be fulfilled, a s
of weaker demands can be sufficient. First, a user sho
be able to roughly estimate its charges. Such an estima
does not need to be exact but should give at least a ro
feeling to the user – similar like the knowledge that an i
ternational phone call of a few minutes duration costs se
eral dollars and not just a few cents. Second, a worst-c
price should be announced to the users. Finally, it must
prohibited that a user is charged a higher price than pre
ously announced, without giving her explicit approval.

Stability of Service. When a particular service with a
certain quality has been agreed upon by the user and
provider, it must be ensured that the service indeed is
livered to the user. Hence, an exact definition of “quali
assurance is met” is needed. On the other hand, users m
be able to estimate the impact of such quality goals
their applications, hence the definition must not be to
complex. For example, multiple users start a video conf
ence application, thus they likely request a communic
tion service with a specified bandwidth and delay. If th
provider assures to deliver this service, the users expec
quality degradation and a very low probability of servic
disruption during the conference. In case of quality deg
dation or service disruption, an appropriate refund mec
anism must be applied, which largely depends on the ty
of application, and hence, should be negotiated during
up of the communication service.
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Transparency and Accuracy of Charging. To find
out how much is spent for which application and what are
the reasons for this, users need the ability to determine the
costs of a particular session, e.g., if an application uses
several flows, the costs for each of these should be stated
explicitly. Furthermore, for some users it might also be of
interest to see where inside of the network the major
charges are caused. This may give them information to
switch to a different provider in future. Detailed per-ses-
sion information about charges can also be used to decide
whether a certain service and its quality offer good value
for the price. Since not all users are interested in such de-
tails, each user must be able to decide how much informa-
tion should be given.

Flexibility. When information is transmitted from a
sender to one or several receivers, the flow of value asso-
ciated with this information can be (1) in the same direc-
tion as that of the data flow, (2) in the opposite direction,
or (3) a mixture of both because both sides benefit from
the information exchange. For example, in the first case,
the sender transmits a product advertisement, in the sec-
ond case, the receiver retrieves a movie for playback, and
in the third case both sides hold a project meeting via a
video-conference system. To support these different sce-
narios, a charging architecture must provide flexible
mechanisms to allow the participants in a communication
session to specify their willingness to pay for the charges
in a variety of manners. Senders must be able to state that
they accept to pay for some percent of the overall commu-
nication costs or up to a specified total amount. Similarly,
receivers may state what amount of costs they will cover.
Additionally, charging mechanisms must allow to flexibly
distribute communication charges among members of a
multicast group. A number of cost allocation strategies
can be found in [HSE97].

Fraud Protection and Legal Security. One of the
most important issues demanded by participants is protec-
tion against fraud, i.e., that they do not have to pay for
costs they have not incurred and that no one can misuse
the system. The fear of users is that a provider may cheat
or that other users may use their identity or derogate from
them in any other way. Providers want to be sure that us-
ers indeed pay for the used service. A prerequisite against
fraud is technical security, such that users cannot damage,
misuse or intrude the provider’s communication systems.
Finally, legal security denotes the demand that in case of
a failure, there is enough information to determine respon-
sibility for it.

Technical Feasibility. The charging approach and its
mechanisms must be realizable and usable with low ef-
fort. Otherwise, if it becomes too complex, the costs for
the charging mechanisms might be higher than their gains.
The added overhead for communication due to additional
information transmitted between senders, network nodes,

and receivers, and also for processing and storage purp
es especially in network nodes, e.g., to keep and mani
late charging information, must be as low as possible.

Convenience. Charging components should not mak
the use of communication services much more difficu
The charging mechanisms themselves as well as the f
bill based on the information gathered by the chargi
system must be convenient for the users. Hence, it mus
possible for users to define “standard charging behavio
for their applications so that they are not bothered with d
tails during the start up of an often used application. O
the other hand, they should be able to change such a
scription easily to have control over their expenditure
Furthermore, most users want to have as few separate
as possible, i.e., have contracts and according busin
procedures with only one provider.

2.2 Framework for the Charging Approach

A fundamental aspect of our charging approach is the u
of theEdge Pricing[SCEH96] approach. Correspondin
to this paradigm, a user is charged only by the first ne
work provider along the data path. This charge includ
all expenses that subsequently might have to be paid
the provider when data is forwarded to another provid
While in principle a market participant may have busine
relations to multiple other participants, every single ser
ice instantiation is requested from and charged by exac
one peer participant. Edge Pricing is not necessarily ne
ed to accomplish the requirements mentioned above,
it is an appealing paradigm that helps meeting deman
like transparency, flexibility, convenience and legal sec
rity. Edge Pricing reduces the problem of multi-later
contracts to a sequence of bilateral contracts and there
hides much of the complexity which is introduced by th
existence of multiple service providers and heterogene
networks in the communication path.

3 A Charging Approach for RSVP

The RSVP specification already incorporates hooks
policy-related actions, for example the exchange
POLICY_DATA objects. In this section we explain a
charging approach for data flows for which a certain Qo
is being reserved using RSVP. The mechanisms co
both unicast and multicast transmission, as well as shar
of transmission costs between senders and receivers. A
giving a general introduction to the approach, we prese
a formal framework to model the flow of pricing informa
tion and payments. Finally, we describe the proposed d
inition of the policy elements, their semantics and th
mechanisms how to use them. We only give rough defi
tions for a variety of reasons. The exact definition of
pricing function depends on the service class that is ac
ally chosen to transmit data. Furthermore, the definitio
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and semantics of protocol elements is largely a matter of
local agreement between the operators of two adjacent
RSVP-capable hops. Last not least, we believe in the need
for further research and discussion to fully understand the
impact and dynamics of a fine-grained charging approach
like this one.

While we describe the charging mechanisms in
terms of applying them at each hop on the data path, it
should be easy to see that this is not a necessary require-
ment. Therefore, it is possible to partially deploy our ap-
proach in the Internet and even inter-operate with other
charging mechanisms. This is an immediate implication
of adhering to the Edge Pricing paradigm.

3.1 Basic approach

We assume a general layout of the underlying network
and a general model of an RSVP session, such that multi-
ple providers and end-users may be involved. This is sche-
matically shown in Figure 1. At this point, we make no

restrictions about the complexity of an RSVP session.
In RSVP, the ability to reserve resources is an-

nounced by sending PATH messages along a data path.
Reservations are initiated by receivers of a data flow by
responding with RESV messages. Therefore, a straight-
forward approach is to collect reservation charges from
receivers. However, when a RESV message travels up-
stream, each RSVP-capable router initiates a resource res-
ervation at the previous hop router by sending a (possibly
modified) RESV message for this session. It is likely that
a charge applies for this reservation as well. According to
the edge pricing paradigm, the end user is charged by its
direct network provider and each provider is charged by
the next provider upstream. Thus, the final reservation
price is basically the sum of the prices of all network pro-
viders along the data path.

We define the necessary protocol information ac-
cording to the general policy extension proposed in
[Her96,Her97], but the charging mechanisms can as well
be realized using a different general framework. Accord-
ing to [Her96,Her97], part of a POLICY_DATA object is
apolicy element list, which is not further defined in the re-
ferred proposal. Therefore, we define newpolicy elements

that are used for charging. Further, [Her96,Her97] spec
that dedicatedpolicy handlerswithin aLocal Policy Mod-
ule (LPM)are responsible for the handling of policy ele
ments. For the purpose of this discussion, we denomin
the charging-related handlerscharging handlersand col-
lectively Local Charging Module (LCM). In terms of the
proposed general policy architecture, the LCM is part
the LPM and the charging handlers are specific poli
handlers.

At this point, it is important to notice that multiple
types of LCM are possible: the ones that are in the ed
routers of a provider’s network and the ones that are
routers inside the administrative domain of a provide
The former LCM needs much more functionality than th
latter, although one could argue that the latter could ha
a similar functionality in order to allow for some interna
accounting, however the external accounting functio
will have more challenges to cope with due to phenome
like fraud which arise in a competitive environment.

The basic idea of our charging approach is to co
struct aDownstream Charging Policy Element (DCPE
data structure that is sent downstream within th
POLICY_DATA object of PATH messages. The fields i
this structure are used to collect the providers’ prices
well as other charging related information. Intermedia
routers build soft state from this information within thei
LCM, corresponding to PATH and RESV state of RSVP
Further, the price information is updated by the LCM a
cording to the provider’s pricing policy. Upon arrival of a
PATH message at the receiver’s end system, the to
charge has been manifested and the receiver dec
whether it is willing to pay this charge to reserve resour
es. If yes, it issues a RESV message containing an app
priateUpstream Charging Policy Element (UCPE)within
the POLICY_DATA object. The same mechanism is a
plied at intermediate nodes, such that in general the arri
of a RESV message indicates the downstream hop’s c
sent to be charged for a reservation.

In general, a network provider is interested in pro
viding the service, i.e., establishing the reservation, in t
first place. Therefore, we assume that an RSVP hop s
the lowest reasonable price in a DCPE to attract poten
customers. Additionally, customers might be able to s
lect from multiple network providers as for example re
ceivers B and C in Figure 1, creating a competitiv
environment. On the other hand, if there is a highly r
quested link in the network that allows a provider to set a
bitrarily high prices, market forces will bring up
competitors to provide an equivalent service.

3.2 A Formal Model of Charges and Payments

In order to explain how charges and payments are cal
lated, we give a formal definition of the necessary para
eters and show by solving an appropriate equation that

Provider 1 Provider 3

Provider 2 Provider 4

Sender 1

Receiver A

Receiver C

Receiver B / Sender 2

Figure 1: RSVP Session in Multi-Provider Network
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payments lead to exact revenue of the calculated local
price for each RSVP hop. For the purpose of explanation,
we initially restrict the model to only one sender. An im-
portant issue is how to represent prices and payments. In
our model a price is aprice per resource unit. In this con-
text, the termresource unitis largely dependent on the
representation of the communication service class, e.g., if
the service class offers the parametersbandwidthandde-
lay, the price depends on these parameters. Additionally,
the total price for a communication session depends on the
duration of this session. In reality, a payment can be rep-
resented, for example, as a direct exchange of virtual mon-
ey or a credit or debit to an account.

In the following we present a formal model of a network,
charges and payments, as well as their allocation to a
sender and multiple receivers.

Let i = 0,...,n,n+1,...n+m be a number of nodes in a multi-
cast session, where

i = 0 denotes the sender,
i = 1,...,n denote an intermediate router, and
i = n+1,...,n+m denote a receiver

We define amulticast function m(j)that denotes the pre-
vious hop for a nodej.

m : {1,...,n+m}→ {0,...,n} with these characteristics:

m(j) = 0 for at least one
m(i) ≠ i for all
m(i) = j ⇒ m(j) ≠ i

To make the charging procedure as transparent as possible
for the sender and all receivers, the model is based on ato-
tal charge, which is eventually known to all end systems.
Let Ci denote the total charge that has to be paid (by who-
ever) to connect hopi to the multicast tree. In order to re-
cover this amount, a node splits it (according to a local
policy) into multiple fractions ci,j for each outgoing inter-
face where a reservation is established. A local price Li,j
depending on the providers local price scheme is added.

Let ci,j denote a fraction of Ci for m(j) = i, with

Let Li,j denote the local price for a reservation on the out-
going interface toj when m(j) = i.

The total charges for a hop can be calculated as follows:
Cj = cm(j),j + Lm(j),j

Between two adjacent hops, a charge is paid in the up-
stream direction. This payment is eventually recovered
from the receiver end systems. The paid charge consists of
a fraction of the charge until the current hop and the local
price at the current hop. Let RPi,j denote such a receiver
payment from a downstream hopi to an upstream hopj:

Let r be thefraction the sender is willing to pay, so the re
ceiver has to pay a fraction of1-r.

RPi,j = (cm(i),i + Lm(i),i) × (1-r) = Ci × (1-r) for m(i) = j

Additionally, there are downstream payments that a
eventually recovered from the sender. The charge cons
of the previously paid downstream payments and t
sender fraction of the local price at the current hop. L
SPj,i denote a sender payment from an upstream hopj to a
downstream hopi:

SPj,i =

Finally, let Ej denote the earnings at nodej. We define
them as the difference between the incoming and outgo
payments and show that this is equal to the sum of lo
prices:

Ej =

for m(j) = i

It follows that:

Ej =

=

=

=

If receivers specify shared reservation styles that apply
at least one common sender, they are merged on sha
links. In that case, each sender’s fraction must not direc
be applied to the single charge on a shared link, otherw
the distribution of payments does not come out correct
If for example two senders independently specify to cov
half of the charge, the use of shared reservation st
would cause them to effectively pay for the total cost of
shared link, whereas a receiver might get away for fre
We use the following definition to formally handle this
case. However, in order not to let our model become t
complex, we do not consider this case in the rest of th
section.

j 1,....,n{ }∈
i 1,....,n{ }∈

cm(j),j
j m j( ), i=

∑ Ci=

SPi,k
k m k( ), i=

∑ Lm k( ),k
k m k( ), i=

∑ r×+

RPk j,
k m k( ), j=

∑ SPi j, SPj k,
k m k( ), j=

∑– RPj i,–+

cm(k),k Lm(k),k+( ) 1 r–( )×
k m k( ), j=

∑

SPj,k
k m k( ), j=

∑ Lm k( ),k
k m k( ), j=

∑ r×+ +

SPj k,
k m k( ), j=

∑– Cj 1 r–( )×( )–

cm(k),k 1 r–( )×
k m k( ), j=

∑ Lm(k),k 1 r–( )×
k m k( ), j=

∑+

Lm k( ),k
k m k( ), j=

∑ r× Cj 1 r–( )×( )–+

Cj 1 r–( )×( ) Lm(k),k
k m k( ), j=

∑ Cj 1 r–( )×( )–+

Lm(k),k
k m k( ), j=

∑
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Let Ls,i,j denote the local price for a fixed filter reservation
regarding senders.
The price FFPs,i,j for a fixed filter reservations can then be
expressed as:

FFPs,i,j =

Let SFPi,j = maxs∈SF(FFPs,i,j) denote the price for a single
shared reservation style from hopi to hopj.
Let rs denote the charging fraction for senders.
When SF denotes the set of senders merged by a shared
reservation style, the sender payment can be expressed as:

SPs,j,i =

The definition of RPi,j has to be modified accordingly.

In the rest of the paper, we use the following convention
when definitions of this model are referred to:

i denotes the previous hop
j denotes the current hop
k denotes any next hop

3.3 State Information within the LCM

For the purpose of explaining our approach, we describe
what state information is likely to be stored in an LCM. Of
course, this does not prohibit implementations to internal-
ly differ from these suggestions. The LCM keeps state in-
formation for each pair (Session, Sender). We call this
statedownstream charging state and define it as follows:

downstream
charging state ::= <total charge upstream>,

<max total charge upstream>,
<sender fraction>,
<sender account>,
<limit per receiver>,
<limit per hop>,
<max number of hops>

The field <total charge upstream> holds the charging
amount Cj that is announced from the previous hop. This
information might change with subsequent DCPEs, there-
fore a maximum number is stored in <max total charge
upstream>. The sender’s willingness to pay for communi-
cation is expressed by the field <sender fraction>. It stores
the fractionr that the sender is willing to cover. This value
applies at each single hop and therefore, to the complete
data path as well. In analogy to the definition of RPj,i, <to-
tal charge upstream> and <sender fraction> together rep-
resent a claim from the previous hop to the current hop in
case the current hop requests a reservation. The other four
fields are used to buffer further information about the

sender’s account and maximum share of costs. Their
age is explained in Section 3.4.

Additionally, upstream charging stateis stored for each
triple (Session, Next hop, FilterSpec) when appropria
UCPEs within RESV messages are admitted:

upstream
charging state ::= <local price>,

<payment downstream>,
<total charge downstream>

In <local price>, the RSVP hop stores the local price Lj,k
that currently applies for a reservation on the appropria
outgoing interface. If a sender agrees on paying a shar
the reservation charge, a debit is accumulated upstre
hop by hop, corresponding to the definition of SPj,k. The
current hop’s payments are buffered in <payment dow
stream>. For transparency reasons, the total reserva
charge is calculated when RESV messages are sent
stream. The total charge that is reported from a next h
is buffered in <total charge downstream>. This value t
gether with the sum of all local prices is delivered to th
previous hop.

The complexity of state information for downstream
and upstream charging state corresponds to RSVP PA
and RESV state, respectively. Therefore, handling of st
information can be expected to have scalability charact
istics similar to RSVP itself. Actually, an implementatio
might choose to store LCM state together with the resp
tive RSVP state, however, for the purpose of our descr
tion we rather keep them logically separated.

3.4 Downstream Charging Policy Element

TheDownstream Charging Policy Element (DCPE)is de-
fined as follows:

DCPE ::= <total charge>,
<max total charge>,
<duration of price validity>,
[ <sender’s share> ]

<sender’s share> ::= <sender fraction>,
<sender account>,
[ <limit per receiver> ],
[ <limit per hop> ],
[ <max number of hops> ]

The incoming <total charge> field contains the accum
lated total charge Cj up to the current node and is stored i
the <total charge upstream> field of downstream chargi
state. When the set of next hops is determined for a PA
message, the local charges Lj,k for a reservation on the
corresponding outgoing interfaces are calculated depe
ing on the providers local price policy and stored in th
<local charge> field of upstream charging state. The su
of both values is used to create the <total charge> field
an outgoing DCPE.

ci,j Ls,i,j+( ) 1 r–( )×

SPi,k
k m k( ), i=

∑ SFPi k,
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The prices in a communication network are expected
to change over time, depending on the calculations of net-
work providers, both in the short term (due to congestion
situations) and in the long term. The <duration of price va-
lidity> field indicates how long the upstream hop assumes
the current price information to remain stable. This infor-
mation is used to set the timeout for downstream charging
state built from a DCPE. It is important to notice that a
previous hop can hardly be held liable for this price infor-
mation. Merging of reservations definitely influences the
price calculation of a network provider. As an example, if
a new receiver joins or leaves a multicast group, this might
lead to the creation or deletion of a reservation on an out-
going interface, which in turn changes the cost-recovering
price on the other interfaces. This might change the pro-
vider’s price calculation, before an appropriate RESV
message is received. However, even if providers could be
forced to charge the announced price, an RSVP router
might be implemented to simulate an admission control
failure in such a case. It is mainly due to the receiver-ini-
tiated reservation model of RSVP that causes this possi-
bility. For these reasons, the worst-case charge, i.e.
basically the unicast charge along the path, is accumulat-
ed, as well. This is done by sending an appropriately filled
<max total charge> field downstream. The information
from an incoming DCPE is stored in <max total charge
upstream> of downstream charging state. Added up with
the highest possible local pricemax(Lj,k), this value is set
in <max total charge> of outgoing DCPEs.

A sender can indicate its consent to cover a fraction
of the total transmission charge. The <sender fraction>
field (corresponding to <sender fraction> in downstream
charging state) allows the sender to specify the fraction of
costs it accepts to pay. Account information from the
sender is stored in <account>. In order to protect the send-
er from arbitrarily high costs, it is necessary to restrict the
maximum charging amount independently of any under-
lying restriction in distribution of data. A first approach
would allow a sender to specify a maximum charging
amount. However, there are obstacles to this procedure.
Consider the case where a sender is interested in reaching
a large user population with its data flow and sets a very
high maximum amount. Each provider is independent in
setting its prices, so if any provider had knowledge about
a receiver that is connected directly to its network, it could
set its price high enough to let the total sum be just below
the maximum amount, but still be much higher than its
normal price, hence, prohibit any other receiver to receive
the data free of charge. The underlying problem here is the
distributed and uncoordinated installation of reservations
in RSVP without providing any global state. The solution
is to have the sender give a more detailed specification of
its interests. Rather than specifying the maximum charg-
ing amount, the sender specifies a maximum per receiver,
i.e., per branch in the multicast tree (set in <limit per re-

ceiver>). Additionally, a sender can set an upper level
charges per hop (with <limit per hop>) and roughly re
strict the geographic distribution of the sponsored flo
(<max number of hops>). Together, the latter two field
can be used to restrict the sender’s total charging amo
to the product of both values. If the <max number o
hops> field is set in an DCPE, it must be decremented b
fore it is forwarded within an outgoing DCPE. The othe
two limitation fields must not be changed. It is importan
to notice that routers are automatically discouraged fro
changing those fields, because forgery can either be
tected through end-to-end control or it is harmful for th
forging router (being held responsible for it) in the firs
place. When a DCPE is processed, it has to be chec
whether:

1) <max number of hops> is decreased to 0 or
2) the product of <sender fraction> and <total charge
exceeds <limit per receiver> or
3) the sum of all <local charge> exceeds <limit per hop

If any of the above checks turns out to be true, no sen
charging is done anymore and the <sender fraction> fie
should be set to 0 for any outgoing DCPE for this send

3.5 Upstream Charging Policy Element

The Upstream Charging Policy Element (UCPE)is de-
fined as follows:

UCPE ::= <account>,
<payment>,
<total charge>,
<sender payment>

We assume that an authentication step is done by using
default RSVP integrity mechanism [Bak97] and potentia
ly by using other policy mechanisms as described
[Her97]. Any information directly related to charging an
accounting is given using the <account> field, for exam
ple the selection of a particular debit account, if desire
The <payment> field contains the total payment provid
for this reservation. If <payment> covers the current r
ceiver price (analogous to RPj,k), the receiver price is
charged to the given account. The validity of this payme
is implicitly defined by the refresh timer value of the
RESV message that carries an UCPE. As discussed
Section 3.4, there are timing problems related to using
current receiver price, which cannot precisely be fixed
Additionally, due the nature of RSVP, there is a time ga
between initiating a reservation, i.e., sending the RES
message, and its actual installation in all intermediate s
tems up to the current node. To this end, it is not cle
which participant is responsible for the charges that ap
in the meantime. The situation becomes even more co
plex, if a reservation fails at a router and the previously i
stalled reservation have to be torn down shortly aft
being installed.
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In <total charge> the complete sum of charges that
applied to this reservation is reported. This is stored in
<total charge downstream> of upstream charging state. If
any charge is passed on to the sender, a sender payment
(SPj,k) has been debited from the current hop’s account
(which is announced by the <sender account> field of a
DCPE). This information is transmitted in the <sender
payment> field.

When a RESV message eventually reaches the send-
er, the <payment> field carries the total charge paid by re-
ceivers for all reservations regarding this sender’s data
flow within a single RSVP session whereas the <sender
payment> contains the fraction charged to the sender. Ad-
ditionally, the <total charge> field carries the sum of all
charges that applied.

3.6 Example Scenario

As an example, consider the scenario of a multi-party vid-
eo conference. We explain the data flow from one sender
to two receivers as shown in Figure 2. We assume that all

RSVP routers belong to different network providers. Due
to space limitations, this example cannot cover all the
complexity that might be involved, but it should give a
rough insight into the application of our charging ap-
proach.

Initially, the sender starts transmitting PATH mes-
sages describing the traffic characteristics of its video
transmission. In this example, the sender is willing to pay
30% of the total transmission charges without limiting the
hop count or the upper bound per receiver. In the initial
DCPE, all required fields are set to zero. The field <sender
fraction> carries the value 0.3 and <sender account> de-
scribes accounting information about the sender’s account
at IS1. When the DCPE reaches IS1, downstream charg-
ing state is created for it. There is only one outgoing inter-
face concerned by this session, so the LCM of IS1
modifies the DCPE by storing the local price into <total
charge> and <max total charge>. It fills <time of price va-
lidity> with an appropriate value. Then, a PATH message
embedding the DCPE is sent to IS2. At IS2, two outgoing
interfaces are concerned, so two modified copies of the
DCPE are eventually sent downstream. For both DCPEs,
the value of the <total charge> field is split, probably

based on expected multicast characteristics, and an ap
priate local charge is added. The maximum possible lo
price is added to <max total charge>, while <time of pric
validity> is overridden with a new value for each inter
face. Then, both DCPEs are sent downstream. T
processing at IS3 is similar to that at IS1.

Eventually, the PATH messages reach R1 and R
which in turn send RESV messages with appropria
UCPEs. We consider R2 first.

R2 calculates the necessary payment from the <to
charge> and the <sender fraction> field. It sets the <pa
ment> field in the UCPE accordingly. The value of <tota
charge> is transferred from the DCPE to the UCPE a
the field <sender payment> is set to zero. Again, <a
count> is filled with appropriate account information
When the UCPE reaches IS3, the payment is accoun
<total charge> is increased by the local price and the a
propriate payment to IS2 is written into <payment>. 30
(the content of <sender fraction>) of its local price
charged to IS2’s account and written into <sender pa
ment>. Similar processing happens while the PATH me
sage travels upstream until it finally reaches the sende

Let us assume that R1 also sets the exact paymen
formation when requesting a reservation at IS2. Let
also consider that IS2 did a rather optimistic calculation
its local price on this interface and decides to reject t
reservation, i.e., to generate a RESVERR message in
cating a policy control failure. Instead, a new PATH me
sage containing the new price is sent downstream. N
R1 has to decide whether it is willing to pay this highe
charge and if yes, it sends another RESV message, wh
is treated similarly to the reservation from R2.

4 Assessment of the Charging Approach

The development of current Internet technology w
largely driven by the aim to provide the best and simp
technical solution for a given problem. However, for th
Internet to evolve intothe integrated services network o
the future, the problem of appropriately charging users
communication services will be an important issue. U
fortunately, due to the history of the Internet and due to
historical funding structure, charging issues were nev
seriously considered when designing communication p
tocols. Therefore, in this section it is explained why som
of the aforementioned expectations and requirements c
not easily be met by Internet- and particularly RSVP-tec
nology.

Predictability of Charges. Because of the dynamics o
RSVP and IP Multicast, prices can be predicted only to
limited degree, even for very short periods of time. Act
ally, when the reservation is supposed to be installed,
pricing situation might be completely different to wha
was announced to the receiver, as discussed

Figure 2: Example Scenario

IS3

IS2IS1S R1

R2

S: Sender
IS: RSVP Router
R: Receiver

PATH(DCPE)
RESV(UCPE)
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Section 3.5. This uncertainty is analogous to the situation
when using OPWA (One Pass with Advertising) [SB95].
Using OPWA, the AdSpec object advertises a QoS that
the network offers to deliver, but this QoS might not be
available anymore when the reservation shall actually be
installed. Thus, we conclude that this behaviour is RSVP-
inherent and is not due to our charging approach. To give
an a priori specification of what a certain reservation over
its whole duration will cost is not possible due to the soft-
stated nature of our approach, which however in turn is
‘inherited’ by RSVP. It has to be accepted that prices
change (in both directions) during a session.

However, such changes are always propagated to the
user (in PATH messages) and have to be approved (by a
RESV message). Thus, a receiver has control over its ex-
penditures, but might potentially be frustrated by getting
policy control failures due to short-term price changes.
Despite the fact that prices are neither predictable at the
start of a session nor constant during the whole session,
they are however stable with respect to an RSVP session
in equilibrium, i.e., when no one joins or leaves the multi-
cast group and reservations and routes do not change. Fur-
thermore, we assume that minor changes in reservations
or group membership only lead to little pricing variations,
i.e., prices change rather continuously.

Assuming this continuity, delivering the price infor-
mation valid at the point in time when the PATH message
is transferred to the users should give a fairly good esti-
mate of the applicable price when a corresponding RESV
message leads to a reservation. By introducing and deliv-
ering a certain maximum price in the DCPE we are also
giving an upper bound on the charges – a worst-case price.

Stability of Service. In an integrated services network
the precision of QoS predictions highly depends on the
definition of service classes. In general, stability of serv-
ice is rather an issue that is raised by the introduction of
fine-grained charging than being a requirement for the
charging scheme itself. It seems possible to add a refund
mechanism to our charging approach, for example, by de-
laying the final accounting step until a communication
service request is completely fulfilled, i.e., accounting is
only done temporarily until charging state is orderly torn
down.

Transparency and Accuracy of Charging. Transpar-
ency is the reason why we deliver the total charges all the
way up to the sender. Thereby we enable a potential high-
er level protocol between sender and receiver – which will
probably cooperate – to at least find out whether any pro-
vider is cheating. Some users might however desire more
detailed information like, e.g., how one’s reservations
have been merged, what others pay, or the number of hops
on the communication path that do not support RSVP re-
spectively the requested service class. In that case we sug-
gest to use the proposed RSVP diagnostics facilities

[ZT97] or some extension of these procedures specializ
on charging information. We perceive however that th
availability of such information will possibly be restricted
in a commercial environment. With respect to the accu
cy or the level of detail of billing information that can be
generated using our charging approach, it seems sati
ing that each session can be billed separately.

Flexibility. We introduce flexibility by allowing both,
sender and receiver payment for the communication se
ice and even shared payments, thereby taking into acco
the diversity of communicating applications. Therefor
our charging approach can support the different applic
tion scenarios of value flow versus payment flow given
Section 2.1. Furthermore, little or no restrictions are im
posed on the pricing policy of each network provide
thus, enabling a highly competitive environment. With r
gard to multicast communication, we observe that the c
lection of mechanisms proposed in this paper can be u
to realize the different cost allocation strategies describ
in [HSE97]. Once again, we would like to emphasize th
our approach separates mechanisms from policy/strate
In particular, the frequency of price changes solely d
pends on each network provider’s strategy.

Fraud Protection and Legal Security. The proposed
charging mechanisms use the standard authentica
methods provided by the RSVP framework to prote
from misuse of a user’s identity. A detailed discussion
this issue would be out of scope for this paper. Fraud p
tection is supported by transparency of charging inform
tion. Collaborating senders and receivers can compare
announced prices against each other and use the w
case price information for their charging limits. We men
tioned the timing-related problems when establishing
reservation. It is an issue for further investigation how
handle the time gap between reservation initiation by a
ceiver and its establishment along the complete data p
Legal security, again, is rather a requirement that is int
duced by precise charging in general, than being a requ
ment for charging mechanisms. In our approach, leg
security is supported by transparency and accuracy
charging by giving at least some information that might b
used as evidence in a litigation.

Technical Feasibility. Our charging approach has th
same scalability characteristics as RSVP and does not
crease its complexity. This is due to the fact that ea
UCPE and DCPE and its corresponding state can
mapped to the corresponding PATH and RESV sta
While RSVP’s scalability is currently under heavy discu
sion, the charging mechanisms at least do not add furt
complexity in the RSVP state management of routers. T
amount of data exchanged for the set up of reservation
increased only moderately.

A similar, yet much simpler, approach to charge fo
RSVP flows is described in [FSVP98]. Its implementatio
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is reported to add 0.75% protocol overhead and 2.3% ex-
ecution overhead to RSVP processing. Although those
mechanisms have significantly less complexity (achieved
by covering a rather small set of charging scenarios), the
given numbers are certainly an indication that detailed
charging of RSVP flows is technically feasible.

Convenience. As already explained in Section 2.2 this
requirement is mainly addressed by use of the edge pric-
ing paradigm. Further, due to the abilities of senders and
receivers to specify their maximum payment willingness,
users may control their overall expenditures.

5 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we described the basic layout of a charging
approach for RSVP-based QoS reservations. We intro-
duced a formal framework to model the flow of price in-
formation and payments and built charging mechanisms
from this framework, that can be embedded into RSVP. It
turns out that our approach supports most of the require-
ments to a charging scheme, whereas almost all restric-
tions and insufficiencies are inherited by the design of
RSVP. Some of these restrictions might be overcome by
augmenting certain RSVP messages or by using higher
level protocols (similar to RTCP) to support charging co-
operation between end systems. For example, a modified
RESVCONF message could be requested by a receiver to
gather detailed information about its reservation’s status
along the data path or at least until the first merging point,
because of space limitations. In order to support the estab-
lishment of flows over the least expensive data paths, re-
search work about QoS routing has to be carried out. This
work must be extended by a new dimension: charge per
QoS for a link.

Another important open research issue is the ques-
tion how to flexibly represent prices and price variations
for different requests within a single service class. The
most flexible representation would be a price curve de-
pending on the service class’ traffic and QoS parameters.
The representation of prices also influences the strategy
how charges are split for merged reservations. However,
it is not clear what level of complexity is introduced by
such an approach. Furthermore, additional research is
needed to understand the dynamics of pricing, payment
methods and security issues.
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